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“Fuzzys” is a contemporary take on the soft art of the 60’s and 70’s, think Claes Olden-
burg but as a digital image. Positioning itself in the canon of Art history it riffs from its 
many predecessors with a laundry list of self aware influences.
 “Fuzzy’s” are created entirely from found images on the internet, similar to John 
Baldesarri and his use of found image from old film stills. “Fuzzys” in there assemblage 
float between the constructed images of Jeff Wall and Gregory Crewdson. Stylistically, 
the image image quality borrows from the likes of Rudolph Stingle or early Gerhard Rich-
ter paintings. While its color and visual richness are more closely related to Jeff Koons or 
even Pixar. In terms of content one might go as far as to make a comparison to Robert 
Frank and his images of “The Americans”, which viewed both the high and low strata of 
American society. In a similar way, “Fuzzys” create a unique perspective, a play between 
street photographer and first person p.o.v. of todays video games. All the while examining 
everyday events and American culture: suburbia, bedroom kinks, the streets, childhood 
memories, freak accidents. In a way these images operate as single frame comics or film 
stills. Inviting you to create a narrative in and around the image, before and after.
 In a time where image quality and render quality expontentially increases and even 
surpasses human likness. The ever growing trends towards “rendered slickness” perme-
ates all aspects of visual culture. Where much of everything we consume is a perfectly 
rendered image. Our movies Star Wars, Pixar, The Avengers, etc... Images of our Nike 
shoes, our Iphones, our cars, and even our beer cans are all perfectly rendered, magnifi-
cently lit, and bathed in the most visually satisfying gloss. “Fuzzys” remove and reject this 
aspect. Simply by being the opposite of the norm it begs questioning. Is the image load-
ing right? Is there something wrong with my device? What we are left with is the idea of 
the image and our own loose narrative we construct. Sure we see what is there but it’s 
stylized to the point where it’s simply the reduction of what might have been a very slick 
visual. Our perception and questioning of whether it’s “real” or “constructed” suspends 
disbelief perhaps just a moment longer than a perfectly legibile image. Slowing down the 
reading and processing of the image even for just a moment is a success in its own right.



Keep Up



Delicate Flavors



I ain’t seen nothing.



The most effective non verbal pick up lines they don’t want you to know about.



When you play your mixtape... but then you find out her parents aren’t home.



Ok I love you sweetie, watch out for Kaylee on the end.



I don’t care if grandma said no ladder and table matches on the weekend. You will never win this belt from me.



Collecting Tips



One way ticket to flavortown.



Should have left room for God.



Just then Takeya thought to herself, “If I have to pick up Phli’s dog shit one more time I’m going to…” and at that moment, karma hit, and all was right in the world.



What tremendous style.



STOP KILLING  BLACK PEOPLE



And were back.... just in time for summer.



Sharon said the party was a blast.



Delay of game



Image Background

This was the first foray into “Fuzzys”. The two post-
ers to the right is for my friends short film titled 
“TITS”. The film is about 2 teen boys who spy on 
a woman outside her window as she get out of the 
shower. The boys witness “TITS” for the first time 
and run home thinking they got off scotch free. How-
ever this is not the case, the woman sees them and 
comes over to their house and terrorizes them. Thus 
flipping the script on their moment of glee. The film 
is about women reclaiming their bodies, feeling com-
fortable in their skin, and thwarting the male gaze.

Image Construction

Background info aside. I knew I wanted to create 
this image but I knew I wouldn’t be able to illustrate 
it myself because I simply don’t possess that level 
of skills. I knew I could comp it but I knew that I 
wouldn’t be able to make it match “realistically”, and 
I also knew I wanted it to be stylized. 
 My solution was if I took out the limiting factor  
of image quality and reduced it down to something all 
the same, then I could create whatever image I want-
ed. As a result I could actually shift colors more eas-
ily, blend content better, and create something closer 
to a digital painting then a straight up photograph.

Bonus




